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Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming the insurance 
industry. AI techniques are deployed across many 
stages of the insurance life cycle, including product 
development, marketing, sales and distribution, 
underwriting and pricing, policy servicing, claim 
management, and fraud detection. States are 
developing different methods to ensure their 
consumers are treated fairly under the use of these 
AI models and predictive algorithms. 

The NAIC’s Model Bulletin on the “Use of AI Systems 
by Insurers” was developed to put in place a 
framework for states to utilize to help oversee 

High level overview 

insurers using these systems and make sure they 
are complying with existing relevant insurance laws 
and regulations. 

The NAIC says it encourages the development and 
use of innovation and AI systems that contribute to 
safe and stable insurance markets but stresses that 
it expects that decisions made and actions taken by 
insurers will comply with all applicable federal and 
state laws.

While the NAIC has adopted this model bulletin, 
it is in no way a model law; it is not created to be 
adopted by state legislatures as it creates no new 
statutes. The model bulletin was adopted by the full 
NAIC membership on December 4 at its Fall National 
Meeting. The bulletin instead provides guidance with 
general principals which include no deadlines, no 
submission requirements, and no testing.

This principles-based NAIC approach is very 
different than the CDOI’s recently adopted 
Regulation 10-1-1 Governance and Risk Management 
Framework Requirements for Life Insurers’ Use of 
External Consumer Data and Information Sources, 
Algorithms, and Predictive Models.1 The NAIC bulletin 
does not offer anything similar to the proposed 
testing regulation Proposed Algorithm and Predictive 
Model Quantitative Testing Regulation.2 Colorado’s 
regulatory framework was created under a much-
debated 2021 state law and mandates a broad and 
effective approach to addressing, outcome-testing, 
and remediating for unfair discrimination  
in insurance.3
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1. Colorado Division of Insurance CDOI Regulation 10-1-1 Governance and Risk Management Framework 
Requirements for Life Insurers effective November 14, 2023.

2. Colorado Division of Insurance CDOI Proposed Algorithm and Predictive Model Quantitative Testing Regulation 
September 28, 2023.

3. Colorado Division of Insurance Colorado Senate Bill SB21-169 2021.

4. NAIC material including the clean version of the AI Bulletin December 4, 2023.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dlPKJCDo76iHfJZDopQEhTDCmKbuYnNI/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dlPKJCDo76iHfJZDopQEhTDCmKbuYnNI/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BMFuRKbh39Q7YckPqrhrCRuWp29vJ44O/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BMFuRKbh39Q7YckPqrhrCRuWp29vJ44O/view
https://doi.colorado.gov/for-consumers/sb21-169-protecting-consumers-from-unfair-discrimination-in-insurance-practices#:~:text=On%20July%206%2C%202021%2C%20Governor%20Polis%20signed%20Senate,sexual%20orientation%2C%20disability%2C%20gender%20identify%2C%20or%20gender%20expression.
https://content.naic.org/sites/default/files/national_meeting/Materials-Att-3-2023-11-22-Model-Bulletin-NM-Draft_%20Clean.pdf

